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Evidences of ruptures in the civilization in the Serra do 
Capivara (Piaui)  between 9 ka and  6 ka BP (the driest 
period) – indication of migrations to Minas Gerais.

Indications of evolved 
agricultural practices In 
the Amazon – pre- 11k BP
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SE: early
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of atmospheric systems in the
lower troposphere operating in South American. Adpted from
Reboita et al. (2010; pg. 199).

South American Monsoon
System
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1. Energy Conservation: 

• Earth receives energy from the 
Sun in short wave radiation and 
looses energy to space in long 
waves.

• Radiative energy balance at the 
surface is positive:  solar energy 
received >  long wave loss è
energy surplus at the surface  is 
transferred to the atmosphere 
by conduction and evaporative 
cooling. 

• Radiative energy balance in the 
atmosphere is negative è
receives excess energy from the 
surface through conduction, 
turbulent transfer (dry processes 
and clouds);

Basic Principles

Lwnet_sfc: 63

Swnet_sfc: 161

Excess Radiative energy sfc balanced by 
Sensible heat+ Evaporation 

NetLWRad_atm: -176

NetRad_atm: -98 

NetRad_sfc: 98



Primarily due to the 
Effect of CO2, H2O 





Tropopause exists 
because of SW 
heating in the 
stratosphere - Ozone CO2 

concentration 
is uniform



1. Energy Conservation: 

• Earth receives energy from the Sun in short wave radiation 
and looses energy to space in long waves.

• Radiative energy balance at the surface is positive:  solar 
energy received >  long wave loss è energy surplus at the 
surface  is transferred to the atmosphere by conduction and 
evaporative cooling. 

• Radiative energy balance in the atmosphere is negative è
receives excess energy from the surface through conduction, 
turbulent transfer (dry processes and clouds);

• More solar radiation is received in the equatorial region than 
at high latitudes.  Long wave loss in the atmosphere is 
approximately the same in the tropical and higher latitudes  
è need to transfer heat from the equator to the poles!!

Basic Principles



Note that Southern Hemisphere
receives a little more solar radiation
than the Northern Hemisphere –
consequence of the fact that the Sun 
is not at the center of the eliptic orbit
of the Earth.

This is important for understanding 
paleoclimate variability as well as changes 
in SW planetary albedo/absorptivity (e.g. 
volcanism) – changes in O3 (solar 
influence) – changes in LW emissivity 
(CO2, H20…)





The tropics act as an energy 
source in the atmosphere to 
compensate for the energy 
loss at higher latitudes

Need for horizontal 
transport



Atmospheric meridional energy flux and energy flux equator 
...www.nature.com946 × 494

Atmospheric meridional energy flux and energy flux equator.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v513/n7516/fig_tab/nature13636_F5.html
https://www.google.com.br/search?tbs=simg:m00&tbnid=5g9Fm1dFUgGn0M:&docid=X45qiIBo8TtFVM&client=firefox-b&bih=794&biw=1440&tbm=isch


Heat Transport in the Atmosphere - Intertropical Convergence Zone ITCZ



Mean ITCZ position: 6oN





After Broecker 1991

Heat transport in the oceans -- ocean currents





Note peculiar 
behavior of the
Atlantic:  
northward heat
transport all the
way from the
southern to the
northern extreme. 







Atmospheric
Impact of
Atlantic
Thermohaline
Circulation

Southward
migration of ITCZ 
under low AMOC







After Broecker 1991

Back to the heat transport in the oceans:



Atmospheric meridional energy flux and energy flux equator 
...www.nature.com946 × 494

Atmospheric meridional energy flux and energy flux equator.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v513/n7516/fig_tab/nature13636_F5.html
https://www.google.com.br/search?tbs=simg:m00&tbnid=5g9Fm1dFUgGn0M:&docid=X45qiIBo8TtFVM&client=firefox-b&bih=794&biw=1440&tbm=isch


What are the consequences of the non-zero 
heat transport at the equator??









• Previous work:

• Implicit in the work of Zhang and Delworth (2005) who noted the shift of the ITCZ on to the equator following the 
collapse of the ocean’s MOC  (Meridional Overturning Circulation) in a coupled climate model. 

• Broccoli et al. (2006) carry out perturbation (slab) experiments with cooling of the Northern Hemisphere/warming of 
Southern Hemisphere (implicitly imposing a southward OHT- Ocean Heat Transport), and observe enhanced northward 
atmospheric heat transport across the equator (in compensation), and a southward displacement of the ITCZ. 

• Fuckar et al. ( 2013), using an idealized sector coupled general circulation model (GCM), observe that symmetry 
breaking of the ocean’s MOC, with deep convection in one hemisphere and upwelling in the other, leads to a cross 
equatorial OHT (toward the convective hemisphere), a partial compensating atmospheric energy transport and a small 
displacement of the ITCZ from the equator.

• Frierson et al. (2013) make the connection between the hemispheric energy flow and ITCZ more explicit; they argue 
that the ITCZ’s location north of the equator requires that the atmosphere be heated more strongly in the northern 
hemisphere (NH) than in the southern hemisphere (SH). They find that, as argued here, the hemispheric asymmetry of 
atmospheric heating in the observed climate system is primarily due to OHT across the equator as opposed to 
radiation at the TOA.

• Marshall et al. paper extend the observational calculations of the hemispheric asymmetry of energy input into the 
atmosphere to include additional data sets, explore the uncertainties in these calculations and the processes 
controlling the hemispheric differences in energy budgets and cross-equatorial heat exchange. 

• They also demonstrate the role of OHT in setting the ITCZ location in an idealized, coupled system that resolves the 
key dynamical processes at work, rather than an atmosphere coupled to a slab ocean with prescribed OHT.

Also Barrero lecture yesterday !



• There is a slight deficit of net radiation in the 
NH relative to the SH because the NH emits 
more longwave radiation than the SH by 
virtue of it being slightly warmer (Kang and 
Seager 2013 ).



• There is a slight deficit of net radiation in the 
NH relative to the SH because the NH emits 
more longwave radiation than the SH by 
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Annual Solar Energy:  SH > NH 



• There is a slight deficit of net radiation in the 
NH relative to the SH because the NH emits 
more longwave radiation than the SH by 
virtue of it being slightly warmer (Kang and 
Seager 2013 ).

Mean hemispheric albedo:  SH = NH 



• There is a slight deficit of net radiation in the 
NH relative to the SH because the NH emits 
more longwave radiation than the SH by 
virtue of it being slightly warmer (Kang and 
Seager 2013 ).

Mean hemispheric longwave emission:  NH > SH 



• The observations suggest that there is a net 
radiative loss at the TOA  (Top of the 
Atmosphere) in the NH and gain in the SH. 

• Therefore, in the absence of other processes, 
the atmospheric heat transport would have to 
be directed northward across the equator.

• Given that the atmospheric energy transport 
in the deep tropics is dominated by the 
meridional overturning circulation (MOC) –
Hadley Cell , the ITCZ would have to be located 
south of the equator to achieve the necessary 
transport. 

• This is contrary to observations.



• The annual mean meridional atmospheric overturning 
streamfunction is calculated from the zonal and time 
mean velocities in the ECMWF reanalysis (ERA) for the 
period 1979–2006, and is co-plotted with the 
precipitation in Fig.3. 

• The tropical precipitation maximum is collocated with 
the ascending branch of the Hadley cell and is north of 
the Equator. 

• As a consequence, there is northward mass transport 
at the surface and southward mass transport aloft. 

• Given that moist static energy (MSE) 1 generally 
increases with height, one might therefore expect, and 
indeed one observes (see next Section), a net 
southward atmospheric energy transport across the 
equator associated  with the Hadley Circulation.

(1) MSE = CpT+Lq+gz



• Hemispheric net TOA radiative forcing of the climate is almost perfectly symmetric about the 
equator, the total (atmosphere plus ocean) heat transport across the equator is small (order 
0.2 PW). 

• However, due to the ocean’s (and in fact the Atlantic’s) MOC, the ocean carries a significant 
amount of heat across the equator (order 0.4 PW).

• First AHT-Atmospheric Heat Transport is southwards across the equator to compensate 
(0.2 PW southwards), resulting in the ITCZ being displaced north of the equator.

• Secondly, the atmosphere, and indeed the ocean, is slightly warmer (by perhaps 2C) in 
the NH than in the SH. 
• This leads to the NH emitting slightly more OLR radiation than the SH by virtue of 

its relative warmth (Kang and Seager 2013 ) supporting the small northward heat 
transport by the coupled system across the equator.



Marshall et al. paper refers to the present climate: 

• how about past climates?



• Climate changes due to natural causes:

•Solar Forcing :

• Orbital Changes: Milancovitch Cycles.

And changes in the solar 
energy output (spectrally
dependent – UV in 
particular -- > Ozone



Croll-Milankovitch cycles and glacial periods







Solar cycles (boxed quote is excerpted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_variation)
Solar cycles are cyclic changes in behavior of the Sun. Many possible patterns have been noticed.

11 years: Most obvious is a gradual increase and decrease of the number of sunspots over a period of about 11 
years, called the Schwabe cycle. The Babcock Model explains this as being due to a shedding of entangled 
magnetic fields. The Sun's surface is also the most active when there are more sunspots, although the 
luminosity does not change much due to an increase in bright spots. 

22 years: Hale cycle. The magnetic field of the Sun reverses during each Schwabe cycle, so the magnetic poles 
return to the same state after two reversals. 

88 years: Gleissberg cycle (70-100 years) is thought to be an amplitude modulation of the 11-year Schwabe
Cycle (Sonnett and Finney, 1990). 

200 years: Suess cycle. 

2,300 years: Hallstatt cycle. 

Other patterns have been detected: 
In carbon-14: 105, 131, 232, 385, 504, 805, 2,241 years (Damon and Sonnett, 1991). 

During the Upper Permian 240 million years ago, mineral layers created in the Castile Formation (West 
Texas/Southern New Mexico) show cycles of 2,500 years. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_variation


Paleoclimate Reconstruction of S. American Monsoon
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Number of reconstructions 
are increasing !!!

DCIFRAR  - program – Abdel 
presentation tomorrow



Fresh water
inflow

Heinrich 
episodes -
melting



Differences between the southern and northern hemisphere climatology and 
ITCZ position: Cariaco Basin - Venezulela

Scheneider et al. 2016 – Nature)

Warmer =>
Northward ITCZ 

Colder =>
Southward ITCZ 



Cruz et al. 2009

Speleothems in S. America  -
caves - S

U
NE – Seco antes 
do YD passando 
para úmido depois







Large Scale Index for South America Monsoon 
(LISAM index) (Silva and Carvalho 2007)

SAMS is characterized by 
seasonal changes in:
q Circulation anomalies
qPrecipitation
qMoisture
q Temperature

LISAM index was  designed to characterize the ONSET, DEMISE, DURATION, AMPLITUDE, 
BREAKS AND ACTIVE PHASES of SAMS based in all variables above. 

Based on grid point data 51

Mode 1
LISAM

Mode 2
SACZ



Speleothems Time Series Last 
Millenium - search for the 

LISAM/SACZ patterns in proxies

Proxies ID Proxy Lat Lon Reference

Huagapo 1 δ18O 11.27°S 284.21°E Kanner et al.2013
Pau d’alho 2 δ18Ol 15.20°S 303.20°E Novello et al.2016
Jaraguá 3 δ18O 21.08°S 304.42°E Novello et al.2018*
Cristal 4 δ18Ol 24.58°S 311.42°E Taylor et al. 2010
Botuverá 5 Sr/Ca 27.22°S 310.85°E Bernal et al. 2016
Anjos 6 δ18O 15.44°S 315.60°E Unpublished
SBE 3 7 δ18O 13.81°S 313.65°E Unpublished
Iraquara 8 δ18O 12.36°S 318.43°E Novello et al.2013

Speleothems Info

Jose 
Leandro 
Campos  
PhD Thesis 
– IAG/USP) 



Monte-Carlo Principal 
Components - Scores

Rodionov Test for Means

• 6 regime shift periods 
are found!

• Significance test 
evaluated through 
the Paired t-test

Jose 
Leandro 
Campos  
PhD Thesis 
– IAG/USP) 



Biplot  
Principal Components

& δ18O Composites

Jose 
Leandro 
Campos  
PhD Thesis 
– IAG/USP) 



Trace21k  Experiments http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/ccr/TraCE/



Fresh water
inflow



SAMS x ITCZ
DJF LGM BA YDH1 Holocene

DJF

ITCZ ITCZ

LISAM LISAM

8 – Boruverá Cave (Cruz et 
al., 2005) 

ITCZ modes

LISAM 
modes



SAMS x ITCZ
JJA

LGM BA YDH1
ITCZ ITCZ

LISAM LISAM

Holocene

LISAM modes

ITCZ modes





Cruz et al. 2009

Speleothems in S. America  -
caves - S

U
NE – Seco antes 
do YD passando 
para úmido depois



Preliminary Conclusions based on Proxies

• The South America Speleothem Principal Components are
representative of the SACZ displacement and intensity.

• In the last millennium the SACZ systematically migrates southward
from the MCA to the 2nd half of the transition periods, migrating
northward afterwards.

• However the most intense or enhanced SACZ occurred during the LIA,
and the weaker SACZ occurred during the MCA2 period, in relation to
the CWP.



ITCZ in the CMIP models
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Validation of PMIP3 models for the present climate

Comparação dos modelos Climáticos
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Custodio, Jorgetti, Silva Dias and Wainer – in preparation
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Last 1k

CCSM3 TRACE21k



LISAM for the LGM  - PMIP3



Present

6k

21k

Changes in the S.A. Monsoon structure – LISAM – 1st mode

Jorgetti,et al. – paper in preparation



Variance Percentage in the interanual (2-7 years), decadal
(8-12 years) and multidecadal (> 12 years) for the 

CCM4, GISS, IPSL, MIROC, MPI and MRI  models (PMIP3)
SAMS - 1st EOF

Jorgetti, Custodio, Silva Dias and Carvalho, 2018 – in preparation

> 12 y 8 to 12y
2 to 7y

LISAM %



Models have a southward bias 
of the ITCZ in the current
climate or more intense





CMIP models have a a southward bias of the ITCZ





Future climate -> northward shift of the Atlantic ITCZ



A decrease of AMOC intensity might, at first sight, to be be interpreted as a tendency
for a southward shift of the ITCZ   - but this is not observed (on the contrary)

Global warming tends to heat more the northern hemisphere => NH has to get rid of
the excessive heating transferring more energy to the SH!!! One way is to intensify the
ITCZ and keep it in a northernmost position!!!

IPCC – 2007 AMOC intensity



JANUARY

July

Influence Function for a target point in SE Brazil - Grimm and Silva Dias (1995) –
Aravequia (2004)

JULY

However, the 
Pacific Ocean ITCZ 
and SPCZ also 
influence the 
SAMS.



Conclusion
• Classical view of the ITCZ position:  based on the continental distribution and associated

temperature gradientes.

• Current view on the ITCZ positioning:  energy balance  ->  SH> NH  -> oceans (primarily
Atlantic) exagerates on northward transport across equator.
• Atmosphere sends back energy to the H ->  ITCZ to the north of the equator!

• ITCZ variability – Paleoclimate scale: observations and TRACE21K  - analysis of
atmosphere/ocean transport -> role of AMOC and fresh water inflow at higher latitudes.

• CMIP - ITCZ bias  =>  connected to ocean transport – Atlantic...
• Future climate:  conflict between the fresh water inflow (melting polar caps) and atmospheric

heating more intense in the HN => smaller change in the ITCZ position than expected due to
AMOC slow down.

• Paleoclimate SAMS:  significant changes since the last Glacial Period -> Holocene (8K)  and last
millenium significant changes : models tend to underestimate – AMOC problem...



Thanks

Pedro L. Silva Dias

pedro.dias@iag.usp.br





1. Climate System:  Basic principles
a. Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) as a complex network (ocean/atmosphere)
b. Variability induced by external forcing
c. Internal Variability 

2.   Current Views of Controlling Processes on the Mean Position of the ITCZ;

4.   Long Term Variability 
a. Last 20 k  - Trace21k and Observations
b. Last Milenia
c. Future

5.   Conclusions

OUTLINE


